Deliver leaflets safely.

How valuable are your fingers to you? PLEASE don’t risk life-changing injuries too graphic to show here.

Ten irreplaceable reasons for all leafleters to use

Postie Mate™

Registered design. Patent Pending.
Dogs bite 5,000* Posties and other workers each year. Some have even lost whole fingers. *UK Communication Workers Union estimate

Benefits of Postie Mate™

- No hands through letterboxes means no dog bitten/lost fingers.
- A5 Leaflets or magazines land flat, unfolded, in pristine condition – even through two sets of letterbox bristles - making their intended impact within a few seconds of viewing.
- Speeds up leaflet delivery by up to 50%.

YOU need Postie Mate™

- “Everyone thinks they’re invincible until it happens to you,” says inventor & professional pianist David Meacock who was unable to play for 6 months Luckily only temporarily losing his RH index finger nail.
- David has delivered over 15K leaflets with the wooden prototypes, and Postie Mate™ has been informally endorsed by top Royal Mail Group Health & Safety professionals.
- Passionate about protecting others, David has developed his Postie Mate™ prototypes for YOU. He pleads: “Please never deliver another leaflet again without using Postie Mate™. The risk of a life-changing injury isn’t worth it.”

Buy Postie Mate™ via www.postiemate.com RRP: £15 + p&p